Rick DellaRatta & Jazz for Peace™ in Pakistan
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Concert in Lahore, Pakistan on 12/29/15 to promote children’s literacy took
place because Unesco estimates that some 70 percent of Pakistan’s rural
population is illiterate, with even higher rates for women. A key factor of
high illiteracy rate in Pakistan is child labor and is considered “the ROOT of
terrorism” with studies showing an increase in Terrorist Incidences and
Illiterate Populations from 1998—2012 as detailed here - https://
sites.tufts.edu/gis/files/2014/11/Lin_Wah-Kwan.pdf and here - https://
www.google.com/#q=pakistan+high+illiteracy+terrorist
Pakistan Travel Warning Issued by US Department of State (see below)
Venue was changed 3 times due to threats of terrorist attacks (see below).
Rick DellaRatta was transported in the back seat of a Black Sedan which had
veils placed over the back windows (see pictures below). He wore clothing
from the region to blend in and did not speak outdoors when moving from the
car into the schools where once inside he addressed the children and
teachers and played songs for them the day before the event.
To divert attention he arrived & departed in the early hours around 2AM.
Event celebrated 13th Anniversary of Rick DellaRatta’s Jazz for Peace Concert
at the United Nations -

7.

http://jazzforpeace.org/un/

&

http://www.jazzforpeace.org/obamaletter.pdf

We are told the concert was the first of its kind in Jazz history, and you can
click HERE to read the summary of this event written by the Grant Recipient.

CLICK HERE TO SEE EVENT VIDEO AND PAKISTAN TV INTERVIEW
https://vimeo.com/search?q=Jazz%20for%20peace%20Pakistan
%20Rick%20DellaRatta%20

ARTICLES:
Rick DellaRatta to perform in Lahore for children’s literacy awareness
Lifestyle Ali Zain December 10, 2015 2:29 pm

DAILY PAKISTAN GLOBAL
LAHORE (Staff Report) –
Jazz for Peace featuring
Rick DellaRatta will perform
a benefit concert at Baptist
Bible College Youhana Abad
on December 29.
The event will be held to
mark the 13th anniversary of
their historic concert at the
United Nations to raise
funds, publicity and
awareness for New Life Ministries.
New Life Ministries is a non-governmental,non-political,non-profitable and
non-denominational ministries working for the uplift of the poorest of the
poor community of our society. Proceeds from this event will be used to
improve literacy of children in the Christian ghettos of Lahore.
Jazz for Peace founder Rick DellaRatta is one of the finest Singer/Pianists
performing today and one of only a handful of Jazz Artists who can make a
successful musical presentation to a large audience without having to
abandon the true art form of Jazz.
His recent Africa/ India tour won the Hark Award for outstanding
Documentary Project and was included on The Foundation Center’s list of
top musician philanthropists with Bono, Elton John, Peter Gabriel, and
Sting.
Rick and his group JAZZ FOR PEACE have been quoted in numerous
publications ranging from USA’s LasVegas.com to Africa’s The New
Ghanian as “one of the most significant cultural events of our time!”

December 5, 2015
Rick DellaRatta to perform Historic Event “Jazz for Peace” in Pakistan

Lahore: December 4, 2015. (PCP) On December 29th Holiday Concert for
New Life Ministries will feature American and Pakistani musicians uniting to
raise funds for Children’s Literacy Awareness.
On Tuesday December 29, 2015, Jazz for Peace™ featuring Rick
DellaRatta will perform a benefit concert in Lahore, Pakistan in celebration
of the 13th Anniversary of their historic concert at the United Nations to
raise funds, publicity and awareness for New Life Ministries. The concert
will be held at Baptist Bible College Youhana Abad located at 4.30pm.

New Life Ministries is a non-governmental, non-political, non-profitable and
non-denominational ministries working for the uplift of the poorest of the
poor community of our society. Proceeds from this event will be used to
improve literacy of children in the Christian ghettos of Lahore.
Jazz for Peace founder Rick DellaRatta is now considered by many to be
one of the finest Singer/Pianists performing today and one of only a handful
of Jazz Artists who can make a successful musical presentation to a large
audience without having to abandon the true art form of Jazz. His recent
Africa/ India tour won the Hark Award for outstanding Documentary Project
and was included on The Foundation Center’s list of top musician
philanthropists with Bono, Elton John, Peter Gabriel, and Sting. Rick and
his group JAZZ FOR PEACE™ have been quoted in numerous
publications ranging from USA’s LasVegas.com to Africa’s The New
Ghanian as “one of the most significant cultural events of our time!”

HEADLINE NEWS
Rick DellaRatta to perform Historic Event “Jazz for Peace” in
Pakistan
CLAAS welcomes President Schulz’s promises to help protect
Christians wherever possible
Bradford Multi-faith Peace Vigil on December 5th to Highlight Plight of
Apostates in UK
Christian teacher under threat on blames of preaching Christianity to
Muslim students
Minorities are declared 2nd class citizen in Local Body elections
Police Beat Christian Brick Kiln Workers During Discriminatory Stop
and Search

http://www.christiansinpakistan.com/lahore-churches-in-youhanabadreceive-threats-of-terrorist-attacks-on-christmas/http://
www.christiansinpakistan.com/lahore-churches-in-youhanabadreceive-threats-of-terrorist-attacks-on-christmas/Lahore: Churches in
Youhanabad receive threats of terrorist attacks on Christmas

http://travel.state.gov/content/passports/en/alertswarnings/pakistan-travel-warning.html
travel.state.gov > Passports & International Travel > Alerts and
Warnings > Pakistan Travel Warning
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Pakistan Travel Warning
LAST UPDATED: AUGUST 28, 2015

The Department of State warns U.S. citizens against
all non-essential travel to Pakistan. This Travel Warning
replaces the Travel Warning dated February 24, 2015, to remind
U.S. citizens of ongoing security concerns in Pakistan.
The U.S. Embassy in Islamabad and the U.S. Consulate General
in Karachi continue to provide consular services for all U.S.
citizens in Pakistan. The U.S. Consulate General in Peshawar no
longer offers consular services, and consular services at the U.S.
Consulate General in Lahore remain temporarily suspended.
The presence of several foreign and indigenous terrorist groups
continues to pose a danger to U.S. citizens throughout Pakistan.
Across the country, terrorist attacks frequently occur against
civilian, government, and foreign targets. Attacks range from
targeted killings and kidnappings, to armed assaults against
heavily guarded facilities, including Pakistani military installations
and airports. The Government of Pakistan maintains heightened
security measures, particularly in the major cities, and these
measures may vary from day to day. Threat reporting indicates
terrorist groups continue to seek opportunities to attack locations
where U.S. citizens and Westerners are known to congregate or
visit. Terrorists and criminal groups regularly resort to kidnapping
for ransom.

Protests due to domestic events and against the United States
are not uncommon in Pakistan and have the potential to turn
violent. Even when violent protests do not target U.S. citizens,
they may result in harm to bystanders. U.S. citizens in Pakistan
are strongly advised to avoid all protests and large gatherings.
Rallies, demonstrations, and processions occur regularly
throughout Pakistan on very short notice. Demonstrations might
take on an anti-U.S. or anti-Western character, and U.S. citizens
are urged to avoid large gatherings. In January 2015, protests
against the French Charlie Hebdo magazine were staged in many
Pakistani cities, including outside the French Consulate in Karachi,
after the magazine’s office in Paris was attacked by gunmen
angered by cartoons believed to be anti-Islamic. The Mission
reminds U.S. citizens that even peaceful demonstrations might
become violent and advises U.S. citizens to avoid demonstrations.
Given multiple demands for resources, local authorities may have
limited capacity to respond to requests for assistance.
RECENT ATTACKS
So far in 2015, there have been more than 200 terror-related
incidents in Pakistan. On August 16, a senior Punjab state official
and 18 others were killed by a suicide bomber at his political
office in Attock. A Pakistani Taliban splinter group named Jamaatul-Ahrar claimed responsibility. The same group previously used
suicide bombers to attack two Christian churches in Lahore on
March 15, killing 15 people and injuring another 70, and a police
facility in Lahore on February 17, killing 8 people and injuring
another 19.
Targeted attacks against government officials, humanitarian and
non-governmental organization (NGO) employees, tribal elders,
and law enforcement personnel continue throughout the country.
U.S.citizens have also been targeted. On April 16, 2015, a U.S.
educator was seriously injured while driving her own vehicle in
Karachi after being shot by two gunmen on motorbikes. Evidence
obtained by local police suggests that she was targeted, in part,
because she is a U.S. citizen.
Suicide bomb attacks have occurred in major cities and other
locations across the country, including universities, schools,

rallies, places of worship, and major marketplaces in several
Pakistani cities.
Sectarian violence occurs countrywide. On May 13, 2015, gunmen
attacked a bus traveling in Karachi, killing more than 40 of the
passengers. Most of the victims were members of the Ismaili Shia
Muslim minority community. Members of minority communities
have been victims of targeted killings and accusations of
blasphemy, a crime that carries the death penalty in Pakistan.
Places of worship of various faiths have frequently been targeted
for attack by terrorists. U.S. government personnel are prohibited
from attending services at places of worship in Karachi, Lahore,
and Peshawar, and outside of the diplomatic enclave in Islamabad
without prior approval. Foreign nationals, including U.S. citizens,
on valid missionary visas have encountered increased scrutiny
from local authorities since early 2011.
TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS FOR GOVERNMENT PERSONNEL
U.S. government personnel travel within Pakistan is often
restricted based on security or other reasons. Movements by U.S.
government personnel assigned to the Consulates General are
severely restricted, and consulate staff cannot drive personallyowned vehicles. Embassy staff are permitted at times to drive
personally-owned vehicles in the greater Islamabad area.
U.S. personnel in Pakistan who are under Chief of Mission (COM)
authority are instructed to vary travel routes and timing, even for
routine trips. They are also instructed to minimize the duration of
trips to public markets, restaurants, and other locations, as well
as to minimize the number of U.S. personnel congregating in any
one location at any one time. Personnel and visitors under COM
authority are not allowed to use public transportation in Pakistan
and are not authorized to stay overnight in hotels in Pakistan.
Depending on ongoing security assessments, the U.S. Mission
sometimes places public areas such as hotels, markets,
restaurants, and Pakistan government offices off-limits to official
personnel.
Access to many areas of Pakistan, including the Federally
Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) along the Afghan border, the
Swat Valley in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Province, and the area
adjacent to the Line of Control (LOC) in the disputed territory of

Kashmir, is restricted by local government authorities for nonPakistanis. Travel to any restricted region requires official
permission from the Government of Pakistan. Failure to obtain
such permission in advance can result in arrest and detention by
Pakistani authorities. Due to security concerns, the U.S.
government currently allows only essential travel within the FATA
by U.S. officials. Travel to much of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Province
and Balochistan is also restricted.
GENERAL SAFETY AND SECURITY
The Mission reiterates its advice to all U.S. citizens to maintain
good situational awareness, avoid large crowds, and keep a low
profile, particularly when visiting locations frequented by
Westerners. U.S. citizens in Pakistan are strongly urged to avoid
hotels that do not apply stringent security measures, and to vary
times and routes for all travel.
U.S. citizens in Pakistan have also been kidnapped for ransom or
for personal reasons such as family disputes over property. In
May 2015, a U.S. citizen was released after being kidnapped in a
residential area of Karachi in February. The Mission is aware of
other U.S. citizens who have been kidnapped, some released and
some still being held. U.S. citizens have also been abducted by
terrorists, or abducted by criminal elements and then sold to
terrorists, and held hostage for multiple years. The kidnapping of
Pakistani citizens and other foreign nationals, usually for ransom,
continues to increase nationwide. U.S. citizens who feel they are
in danger, or whose security is at risk, are strongly urged to
depart Pakistan as soon as possible.
The U.S. Consulate in Karachi frequently receives reports from
U.S. citizens who have been the victims of robberies at
gunpoint. Many calls involve robberies during transit between
Karachi’s Jinnah International Airport and the city. Some of the
calls allege involvement by law enforcement.
U.S. citizens seeking services from the U.S. Consulate General in
Karachi might also encounter harassment from host government
officials. Citing security concerns, host-government intelligence
officials frequently stop U.S. citizens outside the Consulate and
obtain their personal information before allowing them to
proceed. U.S. citizens might later be visited at their homes or

offices and questioned about the nature of their business in
Pakistan and the purpose of their visit to the Consulate.
ENTRY/EXIT DIFFICULTIES
U.S. citizens should ensure that their travel documents and visas
are valid before travelling to Pakistan and at all times while in
Pakistan. All U.S. citizens regardless of age must have a valid
passport and visa for Pakistan, unless they have a Pakistani
passport or National Identity Card for Overseas Pakistanis
(NICOP). U.S. citizens throughout Pakistan have been fined,
arrested, deported, harassed, and detained for overstaying their
Pakistani visas or for traveling to Pakistan without the appropriate
visa classification. U.S. citizens who attempt to renew or extend
their visas while in Pakistan have been left without legal status
for an extended period of time and subjected to harassment or
interrogation by local authorities. The U.S. Embassy and
Consulates General can provide very limited assistance to U.S.
citizens who have overstayed their Pakistani visas. Since 2011,
the number of U.S. citizens arrested, detained, and prosecuted
for visa overstays has increased across the country.
U.S. citizens in Pakistan are responsible for monitoring their visa
restrictions and abiding by the terms of their visas to ensure they
are in compliance with Pakistani immigration regulations. U.S.
citizens occasionally notify the Embassy that they are unable to
depart the country because their names have been added to the
Exit Control List (ECL). The U.S. Embassy is unable to assist in
such cases, which must be resolved through Pakistani legal
channels.
Security threats might, on short notice, temporarily restrict the
ability of the U.S. Missions to provide routine consular services.
All U.S. citizens are encouraged to apply for renewal of travel
documents at least three months prior to expiration.
U.S. citizens who travel to or remain in Pakistan despite this
Travel Warning are encouraged to enroll with the Embassy in
Islamabad or the Consulate General in Karachi. This enrollment
can be completed online through the Department of
State's Smart Traveler Enrollment Program (STEP) available on
the Department of State website. U.S. citizens without internet
access should contact the nearest Embassy or Consulate General

for information on registering in person. Enrollment enables
citizens to obtain updated information on travel and security
within Pakistan via the emergency alert system.
For further information:
See the State Department's travel website for the Worldwide
Caution, Travel Warnings, Travel Alerts, and Pakistan
Country Specific Information.
Enroll in the Smart Traveler Enrollment Program (STEP) to
receive security messages and make it easier to locate you
in an emergency.
Contact the U.S. Embassy in Islamabad, located at
Diplomatic Enclave, Ramna 5, Islamabad, Pakistan, or by
email at ACSIslamabad@state.gov. U.S. citizens requiring
emergency assistance should call (92)(51) 208-0000.
Contact the U.S. Consulate General in Karachi, located at
Plot 3-5 New TPX Area, Mai Kolachi Road. U.S. citizens
requiring emergency assistance should call the Consular
Section in Karachi at (92-21) 3527-5000. The fax number is
(92-21) 3561-2420.
Make an appointment for American Citizens Services with
the Consular Section in Islamabad or Karachi.
Call 1-888-407-4747 toll-free in the United States and
Canada or 1-202-501-4444 from other countries from 8:00
a.m. to 8:00 p.m. Eastern Standard Time, Monday through
Friday (except U.S. federal holidays).
Follow us on Twitter and Facebook.
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Churches in Youhanabad, receive threats of possible terrorist attacks
on Christmas.

According to details, churches and Christians in Youhanabad- one of
the largest Christian neighbourhoods in Pakistan have reportedly
received threats from the terrorists. Reports have that terrorists have
threatened of attacks on Christmas.
According to Fides, several churches have verified these reports and
have signalled in agreement that they have received threats from the
terrorists. Consequently, these churches reported these threats to the
authorities, while at the same time, the authorities of the churches
have urged for an increased security.
Followed by suicide bombings, in two churches of Youhanabad, in
March earlier this year the Christian residents of this neighbourhood
are constantly living in fear. However, these recent threatening
messages have caused their fear to augment.
In this regard, a Christian school teacher Nusrat Bibi, resident of
Youhanabad, said, “This year, fear and uncertainty reign in the streets
of Youhanabad, no one feels safe. There will not be the usual stalls
and Christmas decorations. It feels as if someone has stolen our
happiness.”
Local churches have resorted to deployment of their own security
contingents which included local Christian youth, despite the fact that
police had been deployed in Youhanabad. Churches in Youhanabad,
have their own, supervisory body which keeps a check on the
security position of the churches.
In this regard, a Pakistani Christian NGO, “Life for All” (LFA) has urged
for prayers. “A special weapon is prayer”, noted “Life for All” (LFA),
while at the same time inviting the civil society to take part in a
campaign of “prayer for peace.” This campaign is related to coming
of Christmas.
In a letter to Fides, President of “Life For All”-Xavier Williams stated,
“For years, Pakistan has been fighting against terrorism that has hit
the streets, squares, schools, mosques and churches.
We will continue to pray unceasingly to God for the gift of peace,
invoking the strength to overcome diﬃcult moments like this.
Terrorism is a challenge that aﬀects us all. Christmas is a message of
joy, hope and victory over death.”
<div class="social"> <ol> <li><a href="https://www.facebook.com/PakistaniChristians"
target="_blank"><img width="250" src="http://www.christiansinpakistan.com/gospel-

singers-list/facebook.jpg" /></a></li> <li><a href="https://twitter.com/Pakchristians"
target="_blank"><img width="250" style="margin-right:135px;" src="http://
www.christiansinpakistan.com/gospel-singers-list/twitter.jpg" /></a></li> </ol> </div>
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WORLD NEWS REPORT
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 4, 2015
Rick DellaRatta to perform Historic Event “Jazz for Peace” in Pakistan
#658B8C

Lahore: December 4, 2015. (PCP) On December 29th Holiday Concert for
New Life Ministries will feature American and Pakistani musicians uniting to
raise funds for Children’s Literacy Awareness.
On Tuesday December 29, 2015, Jazz for Peace™ featuring Rick
DellaRatta will perform a benefit concert in Lahore, Pakistan in celebration
of the 13th Anniversary of their historic concert at the United Nations to
raise funds, publicity and awareness for New Life Ministries. The concert
will be held at Baptist Bible College Youhana Abad located at 4.30pm.
New Life Ministries is a non-governmental, non-political, non-profitable and
non-denominational ministries working for the uplift of the poorest of the
poor community of our society. Proceeds from this event will be used to
improve literacy of children in the Christian ghettos of Lahore.
Jazz for Peace founder Rick DellaRatta is now considered by many to be
one of the finest Singer/Pianists performing today and one of only a handful
of Jazz Artists who can make a successful musical presentation to a large
audience without having to abandon the true art form of Jazz. His recent
Africa/ India tour won the Hark Award for outstanding Documentary Project
and was included on The Foundation Center’s list of top musician
philanthropists with Bono, Elton John, Peter Gabriel, and Sting. Rick and
his group JAZZ FOR PEACE™ have been quoted in numerous
publications ranging from USA’s LasVegas.com to Africa’s The New
Ghanian as “one of the most significant cultural events of our time!” - See
more at: http://www.pakistanchristianpost.com/headlinenewsd.php?
hnewsid=5719#sthash.nS1o6OhD.dpuf

PHOTOS -

Below is the Sedan which had Black Veils placed over the back
windows to transport Jazz for Peace™ Founder Rick DellaRatta.
All pictures and videos taken by Rick had to be taken through the
front window and then significantly cropped.

Otherwise they would look like this - Picture taken through front
window.

Or THIS - Picture taken through Ricks Backseat Passenger
Window.

Below is the Badshahi Mosque - Constructed between 1671 and
1673, it was the largest mosque in the world upon construction and
still remains the fifth largest mosque in the world.

